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The first version of this paper was first presented in September 19 2005 at 

Ontario College at the University of Toronto Faculty Club. It was put 

together quickly because of a last minute cancelation and I whipped it up 

as a source of entertainment. The audience thought it was confusing and 

wrong on several points. Feeling slighted I rewrote it or redesigned it to 

vindicate myself and I have been working on it ever since. The second 

version was put on the SRIC web site and I enjoyed watching the hit count 

increasing. I put a warning on the front page saying that it was not to be 

sited a source maternal as I was hoping that a scholar would review it. 

Someone did contact me through the web master and I told him my 

reasoning.  It turned out that he was a research assistant for Nicolas 

Goodrich Clark university of Exeter. It was put in the text book The 

Western Esoteric Traditions: A Historical Introduction Nicholas Goodrick-

Clarke, Oxford University Press 2008 page 134 Oxford University Press. I 

now present this 3rd version after many corrections at the Ontario College 

No. 87 as a SRIA College. 

 



As Rosicrucians we must recognise that the development of the Scottish 

rite and our own society are loosely connected for many reasons.  First 

there is a Rose Croix degree and second in our beginnings we would show 

that we used the Scottish rite degree post fix and the first ritual used was 

called the rite of perfection and the inaugural Dec. 29 1869 summons of 

London college lists Frater Frances George Irwin 30º Chief Adepti.  This 

would be dropped over time as we would establish our own customs.  It 

would list the candidates for their zelator grade with their Scottish Rite 

credentials 18 º and 30º.  We could also show a chart for the SRIA degree 

system attached to this one where its parent was the Red Cross of 

Constantine and the grandparent was the Early Grand Rite of Scotland. 

Think about the Immortal H.S.V. and In Hoc Signo Vinces am I wrong? 

And Robert Little was a member of the RCC and the founder of the SRIA. 

 

It is my hope that this chart will be used as a map to encourage future 

research. My next version of this document will be to remove the Scottish 

rite bias in its title because we share the same heritage with other rites and 

regimens. You will need to print out the charts in order to follow the 

narrative. 

 

This is a map that shows the development of the degree system before the 

establishment of the Scottish Rite 1801 Charleston NC. It starts in the lower 

left corner and moves to the upper right. At the lower left we have the 

oration of Ramsey which is the establishment and inspiration of the idea. In 

his oration he moved that the masons were the inheritors of a legacy of 

crusader knights and also a need for a repository of knowledge on Nature 

and Science.  This inspired 2 main things: one the encyclopaedia and 

“Haute Garde” freemasonry. 

  



Chev. Andrew Michael Ramsay was a member of the Jacobite court of 

Prince Charles in France. His knighthood is based on the order of St. John 

and St. Lazarus.  It was his intention to gather support for his cause to 

establish the Stuart king back in England by recruiting the French masons 

and connecting the masons to the king and the crusader knights. Scotland 

and France shared a common enemy England’s Hanoverian Court. 

 

As Scottish rite members we have the symbolism of our jacobite heritage in 

our regalia with the pelican feeding its young which it the same as the clan 

Stuart: A pelican Argent, winged or, in her nest feeding her young.  Proper 

Motto Virescit vulnere virtus (Courage grows strong at a wound.) Feel free 

to put your support behind HRH Franz, Duke of Bavaria the current 

Jacobite successor. 

 

As we move from the oration of Ramsey we see that the audience is 

inspired to establish chapters of arras and the encyclopaedias. France 

established English style lodges starting with Loge L’Anglais in the Grand 

Lodge at Bordeaux and wanted to include the findings of Ramsey in the 

degree systems, this lead gradually to the rite of perfection which is now 

called the Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret. 

 

During the period between 1736 and 1767 a great many degree systems 

where developed. Some were for the betterment of mankind, some were of 

a mystical nature while others were of a lucrative purpose. This was the 

chaos that the Scottish Rite was to order. By the edict of the French grand 

lodge in Oct 1767 no new rites where to be created.  There is one important 

exception and that is the Regime Eccosaise Rectife 1782 which is not a new 

rite but the correction of the Strict Templar Observance which has its start 

in 1756. 

 

The rite entered the Americas via Stephan Moran in 1783.  He had a charter 

to establish the rite in Kingston Jamaica this ended up in the hands of 

Frederick Dalcho who then expanded it to a 33 degree system in 1801 

Charleston NC.  This did not stop the spread of the Parent rite of perfection 



(SPRS) of 25 degrees.  Thus we have accounts of a Joseph Cerneau rite 

SPRS in upper New York. 

 

When de Grasse Tilly (the 3rd to receive the 33 degree being present at the 

inaugural May 31 1801 meeting) brought the rite to France, the recipients 

complained that they had already received the degrees form a different rite 

local to France. 

 

So you can see that the Scottish rite was well established long before the 

famous Albert Pike did his rewrite of the degree system in 1847 even before 

he receives the 33 March 20 1858.  He was initiated into freemasonry in 

1840 and was the 36th to receive the 33 degree.  Morals and Dogma for 

which he is famous first edition was 1871. 

 

When I present this paper at the Scottish Rite Research Society the question 

was asked why did Ramsay assert that the Masons where connected to 

Freemasonry.  I created a new chart mapping the progression of this idea. 

This was done primarily for political reasons he wanting to establish 

Charles as the king of England Scotland & etc. It was thought that the 

masons would be sympathetic. The original charter for the Worshipful 

Company of Masons was issued by Charles I and this claim by his 

grandson would excite the freemasons who had their origin. Before the 

establishment of the Grand Lodge of London and Westminster (Premier 

Grand Lodge, Moderns) it was one of the many Worshipful Livery 

Companies of London, the Lord Mayor being a Grand Master of the 

Companies.  Of all of the Companies the Mercers are the first in precedence. 

They had their origin in 1394 and they met at the Hall of Saint Thomas of 

Acre iii. This was a continuation of Hospitallers of St Thomas of 

Canterbury at Acre. This order was to bury crusaders and pilgrims that 

died in the holy land. At one time the Mercers and the masons were united 

in a project in 1609 they were asked to buy property in Northern Ireland to 

keep it British. This was called the Associated Companies. They would do 

miracle plays at Christmas to raise moneys for this cause. This could very 

well be the beginning of our degree system. 



Each of the degrees has a life of their own. Sometimes they belong to a Rite 

and depending on the jurisdiction or moment in time they belong to 

different rites altogether.  We see this in the Rose Croix degree where it is 

the 18th in the Scottish rite 7th in the French rite 12th in the Adonhiramite 

Rite 41st in the Early Grand Rite of Scotland & etc iv.  During the life of a 

degree they go through stages. First they exist in name only then they are 

worked out in writing only. Next they are worked and actually conferred 

in full.  Over time they are edited and changed. Things are added relating 

to the vogue of the time or elements are removed because of time restraints. 

This leaves interesting artefacts that don’t make sense and are later 

“corrected” thus compounding the confusion. Then they become rectified. 

We live in a golden age where the degrees can be traced over time and we 

can watch how they evolve. We belong to a process rather than a static 

object. We can experience it but it is not a statement of being. It is a hope of 

future behaviour where we act as the Rose Croix of the past and are linked 

to our initiators. 

 

i History of the SRIA TM Greensill MBE p109 

ii The Story of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry by Harold V. B. Voorhis 33 

(IX SM SRICF) P34 

iii Remember that Thomas a Becket awareness day is June 21 and note that 

the Commemorative Order of St 

Thomas of Acon was started by our past secretary general SRIA Walker in 

1974 

iv The Story of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry by Harold V. B. Voorhis 33 

(IX SM SRICF) P50 lists 18 

rites 


